THE ORIGINAL EVAPORATIVE COOLING

MIRACOOL® NECK BANDANA
- 100% Cotton Bandana with super absorbent polymer crystals
- Available in quantities of 12 and 100
- No slimy feel like our competition
- Triple washed to avoid Bleeding or staining

940 INDIVIDUAL
940-12 12PK ASSORTED
940-100 100PK ASSORTED

MORE PRODUCTS

MIRACOOL® COLLAR BANDANA
949

MIRACOOL® HEADBAND
954

MIRACOOL® TIE HAT
952

HQ / EASTERN WAREHOUSE
585-52 North Bicycle Path
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776

WESTERN WAREHOUSE
555 Vista Blvd
Sparks, NV 89434

PHONE: 800-466-0071   FAX: 631-474-0073   INFO@OCCUNOMIX.COM   OCCUNOMIX.COM
## ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

### MIRACOOL® FR NECK BANDANA

- 6 oz. Grey Flame Resistant Treated Cotton. 50 washes.
- 100% Cotton bandana with super absorbent polymer crystals
- Logo’d with Arc rating and OCC Skull
- Meets ASTM F1506
- Arc Rating: ATPV = 7.2 cal/cm²
- NFPA 70E / HRC = 1

**940-FR**

### MIRACOOL®FR HARD HAT PAD W/SHADE

- 6 oz. Grey Flame Resistant Treated Cotton. 50 washes.
- Added neck shade facilitates evaporation
- Fastens with Hook & Loop
- Includes attached hard hat pad
- Logo’d with OCC Skull
- Meets ASTM F1506
- Arc Rating: ATPV = 7.2 cal/cm²
- NFPA 70E / HRC = 1

**969-FR**

### MIRACOOL® HARD HAT PAD

- Fastens easily with Hook & Loop
- Air movement around suspension assists in the cooling effect

**968 IND**
**968B BULK 24 PACK**

### MIRACOOL® TERRY HARD HAT LINER

- Terry cloth sweatband for absorption
- Easily attaches to suspension with Hook & Loop

**919**

### MIRACOOL® HARD HAT PAD W/SHADE

- Added neck shade facilitates perspiration evaporation
- Fastens with Hook & Loop

**969**

### MIRACOOL® DELUXE & SUPER BANDANA

- Four cooling compartments containing 30% more super absorbent cooling crystals than the 940
- 3 button hole closure (947)
- Tie Closure (945)

**945 DELUXE**
**947 SUPER**